
TITLE OF THE INVENTION

IMAGE PROCESSING APPARATUS, CONTROL

METHOD THEREFOR, AND STORAGE MEDIUM

5

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an image processing

apparatus, a control method therefor, and a storage medium.

10 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A color facsimile apparatus comprises a means for

reading an original as color image data. According to the

ITU-T recommendations, color image data is transformed into

an Lab color space, JPEG-compressed, and then transmitted.

15 Such apparatus is expected to function as a copying

machine by mounting a printer, or as an image scanner for

a general-purpose information processing apparatus such as

a personal computer.

In realizing this function, data must be processed in

20 accordance with standardized color facsimile transmission.

Even in printing out data or outputting it to a host computer,

data must be subjected to the same color space transformation

and compression. This processing is, however, more than

necessary. In terms of the efficiency, there is room for

25 improvement.

Hence, the types of color space transformation and
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compression are desirably switched in 'accordance with the

intended use.

However, even if the types of color space

transformation and compression are designated with a console

or the like in accordance with the intended use, the most

efficient processing is not always selected.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been made to overcome the

conventional drawbacks, and has as its object to provide an

image processing apparatus capable of performing optimal

color space transformation and compression in accordance

with the output destination of compressed image data, a

control method therefor, and a storage medium.

To achieve the above object, for example, an image

processing apparatus according to the present invention

comprises the following arrangement.

That is, an image processing apparatus having read

means for reading an original image as a color image, first

output means for printing the image on a printing medium and

outputting the image, second output means for transmitting

the image to a communication partner terminal via a facsimile,

and third output means for outputting the read image data

to a connected information processing apparatus, comprises

designation means for designating a read mode of the

read means,



color transformation means for transforming a color

space of the image data read by the read means into one of

a plurality of color spaces,

compression means for compressing the image data in

5 one of a plurality of compression formats, and

selection means for selecting a color space to be

transformed by the color transformation means and a

compression format of the compression means in accordance

with the read mode designated by the designation means and

10 one of the first to third means which is to output the read

image

.

Other features and advantages of the present invention

will be apparent from the following description taken in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like
=

; :

£fl 15 reference characters designate the same or similar parts

£3 throughout the figures thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the whole arrangement

20 of an image forming apparatus according to the first

embodiment;

Fig. 2 is a plan view showing the console of the

apparatus according to the first embodiment;

Fig. 3 is a table showing a list of compression formats

25 of the image forming apparatus according to the first

embodiment

;
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Fig. 4 is a table showing a list of color space

representations of the image forming apparatus according to

the first embodiment;

Fig. 5 is a flow chart showing read initialization

5 processing according to the first embodiment;

Fig. 6 is a flow chart showing read mode assignment

processing in transmission according to the first

embodiment;

Fig. 7 is a flow chart showing read mode assignment

10 processing in copying according to the first embodiment;

Fig. 8 is a flow chart showing read mode assignment

processing in PC scanning according to the first embodiment;

Fig. 9 is a view showing transition of read mode

settings according to the first embodiment;

15 Fig. 10 is a flow chart showing division of the line

buffer area and switching processing of the processing unit

in transmission according to the first embodiment;

Fig. 11 is a flow chart showing division of the line

buffer area and switching processing of the processing unit

20 in copying according to the first embodiment;

Fig. 12 is a flow chart showing division of the line

buffer area and switching processing of the processing unit

in PC scanning according to the first embodiment;

Fig. 13 is a table showing a list of cartridge mounting

25 states of the image forming apparatus according to the first

embodiment;
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Fig. 14 is a flow chart showing cartridge mounting

state detection processing according to the first

embodiment;

Fig. 15 is a table showing the conversion table list

5 of the image forming apparatus according to the first

embodiment;

Fig. 16 is a flow chart showing switching processing

between an operation using the resource of a host computer

^ and an operation not using it according to the second

Cjj 10 embodiment;

lM Fig. 17 is a flow chart showing a processing sequence

I'd concerning output of a read image according to the first
f ft

= embodiment;

Fig. 18 is a " table showing an example of a page

15 management table in memory alternate reception using the

resource of the host computer;

Fig. 19 is a graph showing the conversion

characteristic of a conversion table according to the first

embodiment

;

20 Fig. 20 is a graph showing the conversion

characteristic of another conversion table according to the

first embodiment;

Fig. 21 is a graph showing the conversion

characteristic of still another conversion table according

25 to the first embodiment;

Fig. 22 is a graph showing the conversion

C3
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characteristic" of still another conversion table according

to the first embodiment;

Fig. 23 is a graph showing the conversion

characteristic of still another conversion table according

5 to the first embodiment;

Fig. 24 is a graph showing the conversion

characteristic of still another conversion table according

to the first embodiment;

^ Fig. 2 5 is a graph showing the conversion

Jijj
10 characteristic of still another conversion table according

t=H to the first embodiment;

Id Fig. 26 is a graph showing the conversion

= characteristic of still another conversion table according

rfi to the first embodiment; and
s: i :
; : :
: ~:

fn 15 Fig. 27 is a graph showing the conversion

lZ
t

characteristic of still another conversion table according

to the first embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

20 Preferred embodiments of the present invention will

be described in detail below with reference to the

accompanying drawings

.

<First Embodiment>

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the arrangement of

25 an image forming apparatus (color facsimile apparatus)

according to the first embodiment.
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In Fig. 1, reference numeral 101 denotes a CPU for

controlling the whole apparatus; 102, a ROM which stores

operation sequences (programs) and various pieces of

information (including fonts) for the CPU 101; 103, a work

5 RAM for storing variables used for execution by the CPU 101

and information registered and set by the operator, and is

constituted by an SRAM in the first embodiment; and 104, an

image memory for storing image data and is constituted by

a DRAM or the like.

10 Reference numeral 105 denotes an image processor for

performing edge emphasis, luminance/density conversion, and

multilevel/binary conversion for read image data under the

control of the CPU 101; and 106, a console for setting the

mode and displaying the state in this apparatus.

15 Reference numeral 107 denotes a printing controller

for converting binary data into a printing native command;

and 108, a compression/decompression unit for

compressing/decompressing image data by JPEG, JBIG, or the

like.

20 Reference numeral 109 denotes a PC interface for

controlling communication with an information processing

apparatus such as a personal computer; and 110, an interface

for allowing bidirectional communication. This embodiment

adopts a bidirectional interface complying with the IEEE

25 P1284. However, the interface 110 is not limited to this,

and may be an interface complying with the IEEE P1394 or a
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fn

USB. Alternatively, the interface 110 may be a network

interface

.

Kererence numeral 111 1m i-
' 1

1

m m r^nrj ^ntrn i i^y f^r-

controlling a motor and the like in read-^Snd 112, a sheet

scanner. In this embodiment ,jJ^h£sheet scanner 112 is a sheet

\ ^through type scanner,^rrQ is made up of a CS/CCD image sensor,

* read motor, and^tfe like. The sheet scanner 112 is of a sheet

through type, but may be of a flat bed type. The actual read

resolution of the sheet scanner 112 is 300 dpi. By thinning

10 or interpolating scanning lines, data having different

^solutions of 200 dpi and 360 dpi are generated. This

ing is done by the image^pTuc^^eo^TOS

Reference numeral 113 denotes a line buffer used when,

e.g., image data output from the image processor is

15 transferred to the image memory.

Reference numeral 114 denotes a printer interface for

analyzing data of a printing description language sent from

a host computer or the like, and converting the data into

image data; and 115, a printer for printing a read image,

20 received image, file data, or the like on a printing sheet.

The actual printing resolution of the printer 115 in this

embodiment is 360 dpi.

Reference numeral 116 denotes a communication

controller for communicating with another communication

25 device via a communication line (public line) 119.

Reference numeral 117 denotes a timepiece unit for
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measuring the time interval or the like.

Reference numeral 118 denotes a host computer capable

of setting the operation of the image forming apparatus,

monitoring its state, and managing image data read by or data

received by the image forming apparatus.

Zjjg-—P—-rs~a pl^n vi^w 5^hnwiTiTj--4^^--ciQjD^ 106 of the,

image forming apparatus. In Fig^2^^ 201

denotes a ten-key pad having^-ten keys used for input of a

s telephone number in aje-^Tll or various settings; 202, a display

10 which display^x-the state information and operation state of

the appai^tus, and is constituted by a liquid crystal

display; 203, one-touch keys used for a call by a telephone

number or various settings; and 204, a start key for^tarting

lg, communication, scaTTrdb^-a^ and the JLLk-€

15 Reference numeral 205 denotes a color/gray

scale/monochrome switching key for switching color read,

gray scale read, and monochrome read. .When this key is not

pressed (i.e., default), monochrome read is normally set.

The key is pressed once to switch the read mode to gray scale

20 read, twice to switch it to color read, and three times to

switch it to monochrome read. Every time the key is pressed,

the read mode is periodically switched.

Reference numeral 206 denotes a resolution key for

designating switching of the read resolution. The

25 resolution to be switched includes a standard mode, fine mode,

and super fine mode defined by ITU-T T.30. When this key is
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not pressed, the standard mode is set. The key is pressed

once to switch the read resolution to the fine mode, twice

to switch it to the super fine mode, and three times to switch

it to the standard mode. Every time the key is pressed, the

5 read resolution is cyclically switched.

Reference numeral 207 denotes a hook key for capturing

or releasing a line; 208, a stop key for interrupting each

operation or cancelling registration or the like; 209, a

redial/pose key for redialing a telephone number or inserting

10 a pose between calls; and 210, an abbreviation dial key used

to call a registered telephone number by abbreviated

procedures.

Reference numeral 211 denotes a reception mode

switching key for switching the facsimile reception mode;

15 212, a copy key for changing the mode to a copy mode; 213,

a function key for changing the mode to various setting modes

of the image forming apparatus; 214, a set key for defining

various settings; and 215, a recovery key for designating

error cancellation of the printing unit.

20 Reference numeral 216 denotes an operation indicator

lamp for informing the operator which of color, gray scale,

monochrome modes is set as a read mode; and 217, an error

indicator lamp for representing whether an error occurs in

each unit of the image forming apparatus (lamp-ON/OFF

25 operation)

.

This apparatus is integrally constituted by the
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15

20

communication controller, the sheet scanner, and the printer.

However, the present invention is not limited to this

structure. Alternatively, the scanner, the printer, and the

communication unit may be separately connected to a personal

computer, and controlled by the personal computer.

Fig. 3 is a table showing a list of compression formats

of the image forming apparatus. This image forming apparatus

has seven compression formats, i.e. , RAW (non-compression),

MR + RAW (MR compression + non-compression) , MH compression,

MR compression, MMR compression, JBIG compression, and JPEG

compression. The image forming apparatus switches these

compression formats in accordance with the facsimile

operation mode to read image data.

Fig. 4 is a table showing a list of representable

color space formats when the image forming apparatus performs

color/gray scale read in the JPEG compression format. The

color space formats include three formats, i.e., None (no

color space representation), Lab format, and YCbCr format.

The image forming apparatus selects one of these color space

representations in accordance with the facsimile operation

mode to read image data.

the a^beVearrangement according to the first embodiment will

flow chart in Fiained with reference to

\£h^-t^
^

3£t is Checked by Lhe-^4S-g4aaJ^

S-enSSe

—

(not nhnwn) of thp .qhppf sr^ nnpr 11? (^1~^p
tS501) . If
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1.

10

15

20

yro in rt-np r,rl ni
j

mIimi i i ui » ^id i ° dpq i gna t- eel by the

color/gray scale/monochrome switching key 205 i^<5fiecked

(step S502) . At the start of this operat^tfffT the operator

has designated one of color, gray seale, monochrome read

modes with the console. If theoperator has not pressed the

key, monochrome read is norrpally set. The operator presses

the key 205 once to switjzn the read mode to gray scale read,

twice to switch it tc/color read, and three times to switch

it to monochrome i^ead. Every time the key 205 is pressed,

the read mode ys cyclically switched. The apparatus

designates t>fe read mode by this operation. However, the

present indention is not limited to this, and may adopt

different: keys for designating the respective read modes.

The reara mode is designated by the color/gray

scale/monochrome switching key 205. However, the present

invention is not limited to this. Alternatively, for example,

the/PC may designate one of color, gray scale, and monochrome

read modes when the host computer 118 designates read of an

5FT"the scanner via the bidZrecHrror^^

If YES in step S502, the designated read mode is stored

(step S503)

.

I-f—ttre~s tra~rt key—rs _detexmrned—not—jrG^be^prcGocd;

whether a destination has^J^^ffTfnput with a key such as the

ten-key pad 201<^one-touch key 203, redial key 209, or

25 abbreviation dial key 210 is checked (step S504) . If YES ih

sJ^ep^-S-50'4 , the flow jumps to proces-sing (Fig. 6) jof-
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E'AX-LIansmirting py Lh^ coiiuuurrrcati-on coiitrQllerlJt.6-^aa-^

image read by the sheet scanner 112 .^Whether the copy key

212 has been pressed is chec^^d^fstep S505) . If YES in step

^ S505, the flow jumps to^processing (Fig. 7) of printing by

5 the printer 115 art/image read by the sheet scanner 112. If

NO in step S505^whether the start key 204 has been pressed

is checked fstep S506) . If NO in step S505 and YES in step

S506, the flow jumps to the PC-SCAN mode, i.e., processing

(Fig^/8) of transferring an image read by the image forming

10 apparatus to the host computer 118. If NO in step S506, the

p£^^essTTTtr--ends

.

Read processing in transmission will be described with

reference to Fig. 6. This processing is executed when the

operation of the image forming apparatus is switched to the

15 transmission mode by operator's manipulation.

Whether the read mode stored in step S503 (the

color/gray scale/monochrome operation indicator lamp 216 is

turned on based on the read mode information) corresponds

to color transmission is checked (step S601) . If YES in step

20 S601, JPEG compression (comp_mode=JPEG) as an image data

format complying with the ITU-T recommendations is set (step

S602), and the color space representation is set to the Lab

format (color_rep=Lab) (step S603) . Data read by the sheet

scanner 112 undergoes image processing by the image processor

25 105 for edge emphasis, density conversion, or the like set

with the console 106. Then, the processed data is
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transferred to the line buffer 113. Image data compressed

by the compression/decompression unit 108 is accumulated in

the image memory 104 , and transmitted by the communication

controller 116.

5 If NO in step S601, whether the read mode corresponds

to gray scale transmission is checked (step S603 1

) . If YES

in step S603 1

, the image data format is set to JPEG compression

(comp_mode=JPEG) (step S604), and the color space

representation is set to the YCbCr format (color_rep=YCbCr

)

10 (step S605)

.

The YCbCr format as color space representation is

employed even for the gray scale because transmission

dedicated for a single-color-level image is not prepared and

color image transmission is used instead.

15 If NO in step S603 1

, i.e., the read mode corresponds

to monochrome transmission, the image data format is set to

MR compression + non-compression (comp_mode=MR+RAW) (step

S606) , and no color space representation is set

(color_rep=None) (step S607). Then, the flow shifts to

20 processing in Fig. 10.

The color space representation in the Lab format will

be described.

The Lab format is a color image format necessary for

transmitting an image by the JPEG scheme recommended by ITU-T

25 T.30.

(1) A reference white point (X0, Y0, Z0) for a D50 light
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source is normalized into 8-bit values for respective colors.

XO, YO, and ZO for the D50 light source are 96.422, 100.000,

and 85.521, respectively. So long as the XYZ range in

transformation into an Lab signal is expressed by 8 bits

5 ranging from 0 to 255, X0, Y0, and Z0 are multiplied by 255/100

and normalized to match X0, Y0, and Z0 with each other.

Letting X0 1

, Y0 1

, and Z0 1 be the normalized X0, Y0, and Z0

values, X0
' , Y0 ' , and Z0 1 are given by

X0* = X0*255/100 = 96.422*2.55 = 245.876

10 Y0 1 = Y0*255/100 = 100.000*2.55 = 255.000

Z0 1 = Z0*255/100 - 85.521*2.55 = 218.079

(2) X0', Y0 1

, and Z0 f obtained in (1) are reflected

on an RGB —* XYZ transformation matrix for the D50 light source

.

R, G, and B components read with the D50 light source are

15 transformed into X, Y, and Z components:

X = A11*R + A12*G + A13*B

Y = A21*R + A22*G + A23*B

Z = A31*R + A32*G + A33*B

(where All to A33 are RGB —
» XYZ transformation coefficients

20 for the D50 light source.)

In Lab transformation, the ratios of the reference

white point values X0 1

, Y0 1

, and Z0 1 corresponding to X, Y,

and Z obtained by the above equations are important. That

is, X/X0', Y/Y0', and Z/Z0' (0 ^ X/X0' ^ 1, 0 ^ Y/Y0' ^

25 1, and 0 ^ Z/Z0' ^ 1) must be obtained.

For this purpose, the above equations are rewritten
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into:

X/XO' = (A11/X0 , )*R + (A12/X0 f )*G + (A13/X0')*B

. . . (2-1)

Y/YO' = (A21/Y0')*R + (A22/Y0')*G + (A23/Y0')*B

5 ... (2-2)

Z/ZO' = (A3L/Z0 , )*R + (A32/Z0')*G + (A33/Z0')*B

. - . (2-3)

In this case, R, G, and. B components read with the D50

light source have been exemplified. In practice, since an

10 image read by the sheet scanner 112 is not read with the D50

light source, R, G, and B components read by the sheet scanner

112 must be transformed into R, G, and B components read with

the D50 light source in accordance with the characteristics

of a sensor and light source used by the sheet scanner 112.

15 Letting R' , G 1

, and B 1 be output signals from the sheet scanner

112, and Bll to B33 be coefficients for transformation into

outputs corresponding to the D50 light source,

R = B11*R' + B12*G' + B13*B'

G = B21*R' + B22*G' + B23*B'

20 B - B31*R' + B32*G' + B33*B f

(3) X/XO '
, Y/YO 1

, andZ/ZO' are clipped to fall within

0 ^ X/XO 1 ^ 1, 0^ Y/YO' ^ 1, and 0 ^ Z/ZO' ^ 1. Ideally,

X/XO', Y/YO 1

, and Z/ZO 1 take values falling within the range

of 0 to 1 from equations (2-1), (2-2), and (2-3). A value

25 smaller than 0 owing to a calculation error is clipped to

0, and a value larger than 1 is clipped to 1.
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(4) Lab transformation is performed using the results

of (3)

.

Transformation equations for calculating values L, a,

and b from X/XO
' , Y/YO', and Z/ZO' are given by equations

5 (4-1), (4-2), and (4-3). Note that when the values X/XO',

Y/YO', and Z/ZO' are 0.008856 or less, light components given

by the cube roots of equations (4-1), (4-2), and (4-3) are

replaced by 7 . 787* (X/XO ' ) + (16/116), 7 . 787* ( Y/YO '
) +

U (16/116), and 7 . 787* (Z/ZO 1

) + (16/116).
Si

Cn 10 L = 116* (Y/YO' )

1/3 - 16 ...(4-1)

111 a - 500* { (X/XO 1

)

1/3 - (Y/Y0) 1/3
} ...(4-2)

b = 200* { (Y/YO 1

)

1/3 - (Z/Z0) 1/3
} ...(4-3)

In the first embodiment, the cube roots are calculated

with reference to a table, so that whether the values X/XO 1

,

15 Y/YO 1

, and Z/ZO 1 are 0.008856 or less is not determined on

the program.

(5) The transformed signals L, a, and b are clipped

to fall within 0 ^ L ^ 100, -85 ^ a ^ 85, and -75 ^ b ^

125. The signals L, a, and b are normalized into 8 bits

20 ranging from 0 to 255.

The signals L, a, and b calculated by equations (4-1)

,

(4-2), and (4-3) are clipped to comply with the T.42

recommendation, and the clipped signals are normalized into

8-bit signals ranging from 0 to 255 to comply with the JPEG

25 baseline system. Letting L', a 1

, and b f be the normalized

L, a, and b signals,
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L' = L* (255/100) . . . (5-1)

a 1 = a*(255/170) + 128 ...(5-2)

b' = b* (255/200) + 96 ...(5-3)

T4=k=^ i 'j ii hI s T, '^H^^nnrj In
1 nht ni nod by these *aq" a1"i_Qns_

undergo-<rPEG coding processing, and stored in the image

As described above, transformation of the color space

representation into the Lab format is very complicated.

Using this color space representation every time in addition

10 to transmission to a destination facsimile in the JPEG format

overloads the apparatus. For this reason, it is desirable

not to use the Lab format except for color facsimile

transmission

.

The color space representation in the YCbCr format will

15 be explained.

The YCbCr format is attained by multiplying read R,

G, and B images by transformation coefficients Cll to C33.

X = C11*R + C12*G + C13*B

Y = C21*R + C22*G + C23*B

20 Z = C31*R + C32*G + C33*B

In this manner, the color space representation in the

YCbCr format is much simpler than that in the Lab format.

Hence, the YCbCr format can be preferably used except for

facsimile transmission of a color image that is defined by

25 the ITU-T recommendation.

Fig. 7 is a flow chart showing read operation of the
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image forming apparatus in copying.

The operation of the image forming apparatus is

switched to copying by operator's manipulation. The read

mode stored in step S503 (the color/gray scale/monochrome

5 operation indicator lamp 216 is turned on based on the read

mode information) is checked (step S701) to determine whether

the read mode is color copying. If YES in step S701, whether

color copying is memory copying or direct copying is

determined from the number of copies designated with the

10 console 106 (step S702) . If the designated number of copies

is two or more, memory copying is determined, the image data

format is set to JPEG compression (comp_mode=JPEG) (step

S703) , and the color space representation is set to the YCbCr

format (color_rep=YCbCr ) (step S704). Then, the flow

15 advances to processing shown in Fig. 11.

In memory copying, images are compressed to accumulate

a larger number of images in the memory because images are

output after all the images are read in memory copying. The

color space representation is set to the YCbCr format because

20 the Lab format increases the processing load, and the color

compatibility with a partner apparatus need not be considered

in copying, compared to FAX transmission.

In memory copying, data read by the sheet scanner 112

undergoes image processing by the image processor 105 for

25 edge emphasis, density conversion, or the like set with the

console 106. The processing result is transferred to the
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line buffer 113, and compressed by the

compression/decompression unit 108. The compressed image

data is accumulated in the image memory 104, and transferred

to the printer 115 where the data is copied. If the

5 designated number of copies is one, direct copying is

determined, the compression format is set to non-compression

(comp__mode==RAW) (step S704), and no color space

representation is set (color_rep=None) (step S705) . Then,

the flow advances to processing shown in Fig. 11. In direct

10 copying, a raw image is processed without any compression

in order to quickly print a read image and minimize the idle

time for printing a copy image with respect to the user. The

image is copied similarly to memory copying. The operation

of the compression/decompression unit 108 in direct copying

15 is only to simply transfer data in the line buffer 113 to

the image memory 104.

If NO in step S701, whether the read mode is gray scale

read is checked (step S706) . In gray scale read, the

operation is the same as that in color copying, and a

20 description thereof will be omitted (steps S707 to S711)

.

If NO in step S706, i.e., the read mode is monochrome,

whether this copying is memory copying or direct copying is

determined from the number of copies designated with the

console 106 (step S712) . If the designated number of copies

25 is two or more, memory -copying is determined, the compression

format of image data in memory copying is set to MR compression
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+ non-compression (comp_mode=MR+RAW) (step S713) , and no

color space representation is set (color_rep=None) (step

S714). Then, the flow advances to processing shown in

Fig. 11. The MR compression + non-compression format means

5 a mode in which if a 1-line image compressed by the MR scheme

is smaller than the image data amount of 1-line raw image,

the image is compressed by the MR format, and if the image

is larger, the image is stored as a raw image in the memory.

If the designated number of copies is one, direct

10 copying is determined, the compression format is set to

non-compression (comp_mode=RAW) (step S704'), and no color

space representation is set (color_rep=None) (step S705)

.

The flow shifts to processing in Fig. 11.

Fig. 8 shows a read processing sequence in a mode (to

15 be referred to as PC scanning hereinafter) in which the image

forming apparatus operates as an image scanner connected to

the host computer 118. In other words, the operation of the

image forming apparatus is switched to PC scanning by

operator ' s manipulation

.

20 Whether a scanning request from the PC serving as the

host computer 118 designates color scanning is checked (step

S801) . If YES in step S801, whether the JPEG format is

designated as a compression format is checked (step S802)

.

If YES in step S802, the compression format of image data

25 is set to JPEG compression (comp_mode=JPEG) (step S803) , and

the color space representation is set to the YCbCr format
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15

(color_rep=YCbCr) (step S804). After that, the flow shifts

to processing shown in Fig. 12.

Data read by the sheet scanner 112 undergoes image

processing by the image processor 105 in accordance with an

5 instruction from the host computer 118, and is transferred

to the line buffer 113 and compressed by the

compression/decompression unit 108. The compressed image

data is accumulated in the image memory 104, and transferred

to the host computer 118 via the bidirectional interface 110.

10 If NO in otcp S 8 02,—+~h Q ^mprnon i fo rm a t is <*e*t^tr>

MR compression + non-compression (comp_mod£^Mf?+RAW) (step

S805) is set, and no color space representation is designated

(step S806) . Then, the flow^sfiifts to processing shown in

Fig. 12. As the compression format, two, JPEG and MR +

non-compression moires are prepared for the following reason.

The JPEG mode jefannot completely reconstruct read image

information/because of irreversible coding, but can achieve

high compression efficiency. To the contrary, the MR +

non-cqmpression mode cannot achieve high compression

20 efficiency, but can completely reconstruct read image

information because of reversible coding. These

compression modes can be selectively used in accordance with

ite^-*^
7

If NO in step S801, whether gray scale read is •

25 designated is checked (step S807) . In gray scale scanning,

the same operation as in color scanning is done (steps S808
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to S812)

.

In monochrome scanning, the image data format is always

set to MR compression + non-compression (comp_mode=MR+RAW)

(step S813), and no color space representation is set

5 (color_rep=None) (step S814) . The flow advances to

processing shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 9 shows the operations of the indicator lamps of

the color/gray scale/monochrome switching key 205 and

color/gray scale/monochrome operation indicator lamp 216 of

10 the image forming apparatus. By pressing the color/gray

scale/monochrome switching key 205, the ON state of the LED

changes in the order of color (read_type=COLOR) — grayscale

(read_type=GRAYSCALE) —> monochrome ( read__type=MONO) , and

the read mode changes . When the PC 118 designates a read mode,

15 the indicator lamp of this read mode is turned on regardless

of the press of the color/gray scale/monochrome switching

key 205.

Fig. 10 is a flow chart showing division of the line

buffer area by an optimal line buffer size and switching of

20 the processing unit in accordance with the read image data

format of the image forming apparatus in transmission.

The read mode is determined by referring to a stored

read mode (step S503)

.

If the read mode is color read (read_type=COLOR) (step

25 S1001) , the original size is set to A4 (paper_size=A4

)

regardless of an actual original size (step S1002), and the
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1-line data size is set to 1,728 bytes (linebuf_size=1728

)

(step S1003) . This data size is defined by the ITU-T

recommendations. Because of color read, alloc_cnt=3 is set

to ensure three buffers for R, G, and B colors at once (step

5 S1004) . The standard defines JPEG as a data compression

format for color transmission. In this apparatus, however,

block_cnt = 16 is set to perform processing in units of 16

lines at a JPEG sub-sampling ratio of 4 : 1 : 1 (step S1005) .

The line buffer area ( linebuf_area_size : the size of

10 the line buffer area) is divided by an optimal line buffer

size which can be effectively used, and the number of line

buffers ( linebuf_num) is obtained (step S1006) . Thereafter,

the flow shifts to processing shown in Fig. 17.

In this case, for example, one color component requires

15 16 lines, the number of color components is three, and thus

the total of 48 lines must be ensured. Since the 1-line

capacity is 1,728 bytes (one byte for one pixel), the

necessary capacity is

48 x 1,728 = 82,944 bytes

20 At least two blocks require this capacity in terms of

the structure of the compression/decompression unit 108, so

that the size of the line buffer area must be large enough

to ensure at least two blocks. 82,944 x 2 bytes are regarded

as a processing unit ( = optimal line buffer size which can

25 be effectively used) . The number of processing units which

can be ensured in the line buffer 113 is obtained by dividing
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the area size ( linebuf_area_size) of the line buffer 113 by

the quotient (integer part) . Assuming that n be the quotient

of this division, n areas can be used for processing of the

image processor 105 and processing of the

5 compression/decompression unit 108 for image data obtained

by reading an image. This enables utilizing the limited line

buffer 113 at maximum to increase the processing throughput.

Note that this apparatus ensures about 500 KB as the size

of the line buffer area.

10 If NO in step S1001, whether the read mode is gray scale

read is checked (step S1007). If read_type=GRAYSCALE, the

original size is set to A4 (paper_size=A4 ) regardless of an

actual original size (step S1008) , and the 1-line data size

is set to 1,728 bytes ( linebuf_size=1728 ) (step S1009)

,

15 similar to color read. Since the gray scale uses a single

color, the number of line buffers ensured at once is set to

1 (alloc__cnt=l ) (step S1010) . This apparatus uses JPEG even

for gray scale transmission, and executes data processing

in units of 8 lines (block_cnt=8 ) (step S1011) . The line

20 buffer area ( linebuf_area_size : the size of the line buffer

area) is divided by an optimal line buffer size which can

be effectively used, the number of line buffers (linebuf__num)

is obtained (step S1006) , and the flow shifts to processing

shown in Fig. 17.

25 Processing in step S1006 has been described above, and

the line buffer 113 can be used at maximum.
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•if NO in Step SlOO T^^i^e, Xfi^-fead mad& lb munocliL uiue-

rg^d—fr^SS_type=MONO ) , the foliowxng processxirg-irs-exeiu L'gg.

A state from an original size sensor is detected (steps

S1012 and S1017) to acquire the current original size

5 (paper_size=A3/B4/A4) (steps S1013, S1018, and S1020)

.

Since the ITU-T standard defines one line size of an image

in accordance with the original size, a line buffer size

corresponding to the original size is set

(linebuf_size=304/256/216) (steps S1014, S1019, andS1021).

10 Because of monochrome read, the number of buffers ensured

at once is set to 1 (alloc_cnt=;l ) (step S1015) , the data

compression format is MR + non-compression

(comp_mode=MR+RAW) , and the data processing unit is also set

to 1 (block_cnt=l) (step S1016) . The line buffer area

15 (linebuf_area_size : the size of the line buffer area) is

divided by an optimal line buffer size which can be

effectively used, the number of line buffers (linebuf_num)

is obtained (step S1006) , and the flow shifts to processing

shown in Fig. 17.

20 Note that the first embodiment has exemplified only

equal-magnification transmission, but reduction

transmission and enlargement transmission can be similarly

performed.

25 buffer area by an optimal line buffer size and switching of

the processing unit in accordance with the read image data

Fig. 11 is a flow chart showing division of the line
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format of the image forming apparatus in copying.

The read mode is determined by referring to read_type

(step S1101) . If the read mode is color read

(read_type=COLOR) , the original size is set to A4

5 (paper_size=A4 ) regardless of an actual original size (step

S1102) . Because of color read, alloc_cnt=3 is set to ensure

three buffers for R, G, and B colors at once (step S1103) .

Whether the copying operation is memory copying or direct

copying is checked. This apparatus uses JPEG as a data

10 compression format for memory copying, and the

non-compression format for direct copying. If a request from

the current operator designates memory copying

(comp_mode=JPEG) (step S1104), the line processing unit is

set to 16 (block_cnt=16) (step S1106) , and the line buffer

15 size is set to 1, 728 bytes ( linebuf_size=1728 ) (step S1105) .

If the request designates direct copying (comp_mode=RAW)

,

the line processing unit is set to 1 (block_cnt=l ) (step

S1109) , and the line buffer size is set to 3,060 bytes

(linebuf_size=3060) (step S1108)

.

20 The 1-line buffer size for direct copying is set to

3,060 bytes to ensure a capacity corresponding to a read

resolution of 200 dpi in facsimile transmission or the like

in order to realize high-quality printing using the printing

resolution (360 dpi) of the printer 115 at maximum in direct

25 copying. That is, the read sensor has a resolution of 300

dpi, and read image data is interpolated by the image
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processor to obtain data at 360 dpi, which corresponds to

the above size.

TtTe~Tine butter area ( linebul areaf-s-irz-e-:—tire—s-i-z^-of—

*

the line bufferaxe^ Isdivided by an optimal line buffer

size whjxn can be effectively used, and the number of line

buffers (linebuf_num) is obtained (step S1007) . j Then, the

shifts to processin^~^sHovm"-jrB--Fig... L7-t-

Note that processing in step S1107 is substantially

the same as that in step S1006 of Fig. 10, and the

10 capacity-limited line buffer 113 is used at maximum.

If the read mode is gray scale read

(read_type=GRAYSCALE) (step S1110) , the original size is set

to A4 (paper_size=A4 ) regardless of an actual original size

(step Sllll) , and alloc_cnt=l is set to ensure the buffer

15 at once (step S1112) , similar to color read. For memory

copying, the line buffer size is set to 1,728 bytes

( linebuf_size=1728 ) (step S1114), and the line processing

unit is set to 8 (block_cnt=8 ) (step S1115) . For direct

copying, the line buffer size is set to 3,060 bytes

20 ( linebuf_size=3060 ) (step S1116) , and the line processing

unit is set to 1 (block_cnt=l ) (step S1117) . Since the gray

scale uses a single color, the number of line buffers ensured

at once is set to 1 (alloc_cnt=l) . The line buffer area

(linebuf_area__size : the size of the line buffer area) is

25 divided by an optimal line buffer size which can be

effectively used, the number of line buffers (linebuf num)
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is obtained (step S1107), and the flow shifts to processing

shown in Fig. 17.

If the read mode is monochrome read (read_type=MONO) ,

a state from the original size sensor is detected (steps S1118

5 and S1125) to acquire the current original size

(paper_size=A3/B4/A4) (steps S1119 and S1126) . Then,

whether the copying operation is memory copying or direct

copying is checked. This apparatus uses the MR +

W non-compression format as a data compression format for

CJj 10 memory copying, and the non-compression format for direct

Lfj copying (steps S1127, S1129, and S1131) . If a request from

Lj the current operator designates memory copying
s is:

3 (comp_mode=MR+RAW) , the line buffer size is set to

fa 304/256/216 bytes (linebuf_size=304/256/216) (steps S1121,

15 S1128, and S1132) . If the request designates direct copying

zi (comp mode=RAW) , the line buffer size is set to 536/452/382
s i

bytes (linebuf_size=536/452/382) (steps S1124, S1129, and

S1133) . Because of monochrome read, the number of buffers

ensured at once is set to 1 (alloc_cnt=l) (step S1122) , and

20 the line processing unit is set to 1 (block_cnt=l ) (step

S1123) . The line buffer area ( linebuf_area_size : the size

of the line buffer area) is divided by an optimal line buffer

size which can be effectively used, the number of line buffers

(linebuf_num) is obtained (step S1107), and the flow shifts

25 to processing shown in Fig. 17.

Note that the first embodiment has exemplified only
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equal-magnification copying, but reduction copying and

enlargement copying can be similarly performed.

Fig. 12 is a flow chart showing division of the line

buffer area by an optimal line buffer size and switching of

5 the processing unit in accordance with the read image data

format of the image forming apparatus in PC scanning.

In PC scanning, the PC designates the read image range

(paper_size) (step S1201), the resolution (step S1202) , the

C3 read mode (read_type) , and the image data compression format

£Fi 10 (comp_mode) . In accordance with this designation, the

if! number of buffers ensured at once (alloc_cnt) and the line
i :

ty processing unit (block_cnt) are selected.

s If the read mode is color scanning (read_type=COLOR)

f~ (step S1203) , alloc_cnt=3 is set to ensure three buffers for

^ 15 R, G, and B colors at once (stepS1204). The data compression

it format (comp_mode) is determined (step S1205) , and if it is

the JPEG format, the line processing unit is set to 16

(block_cnt=16) ; otherwise, the data compression format is

determined to be the MR compression + non-compression format

20 (comp_mode=MR+RAW) , and the line processing unit is set to

1 (block_cnt=l ) (stepS1209). As the compression format, two,

JPEG and MR + non-compression modes are prepared for the

following reason. The JPEG format cannot completely

reconstruct read image information because of irreversible

25 coding, but can achieve high compression efficiency. To the

contrary, the MR + non-compression mode cannot achieve high
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compression efficiency, but can completely reconstruct read

image information because of reversible coding. These

compression modes can be selectively used in accordance with

operator tastes.

5 If the read mode is gray scale scanning

(read_type=GRAYSCALE) (step S1210) , since the gray scale

uses a single color, the number of line buffers ensured at

once is set to 1 (alloc_cnt=l ) (step S1211) . If the

*==[ compression format is the JPEG format (comp_mode=JPEG) (step

10 S1212), the line processing unit is set to 8 (block_cnt=8

)

in (step S1213) ; otherwise, the compression format is

IU determined to be the MR compression + non-compression format

s (comp_mode=MR+RAW) , and the line processing unit is set to

In 1 (block_cnt=l) (step S1216)

.

fg 15 If the read mode is monochrome scanning

(read_type=MONO) (step S1210) , the data compression format

is always determined to be the MR compression +

non-compression format (comp_mode=MR+RAW) . The number of

line buffers ensured at once is set to 1 (alloc_cnt=l ) (step

20 S1215) , and the line processing unit is set to 1 (block_cnt=l

)

(step S1216)

.

After all the values are determined, a line buffer size

(linebuf_size) optimum for the designated read mode is

calculated (step S1207) , and the line buffer area is divided

25 to be effectively used (step S1208) . After that, the flow

shifts to processing in Fig. 17.
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1

Note that the first embodiment has exemplified only

equal-magnification scanning, but reduction scanning and

enlargement scanning can be similarly performed.

As the data compression format, this apparatus adopts

5 the JPEG format and the non-compression format for color/gray

scale read, and the MR compression + non-compression format

and the non-compression format for monochrome read. However,

the present invention is not limited to them.

Fig. 13 shows a list of states of a printing member

10 (cartridge integrally constituted by an ink tank and a

cartridge) mounted on the printer 115. The printer 115 (this

embodiment employs a method of discharging ink droplets by

head energy) can print data by mounting a detachable printing

member on a printing unit (not shown) . The printing member

15 mountable on the image forming apparatus includes five types

of printing members, i.e., a monochrome cartridge

(prt_head_sts=MONO) , a color cartridge (prt_head_sts=COLOR) ,

a size-changeable color cartridge (prt_head_sts=COLOR_E) ,

a photocartridge (prt_head_sts=PHOTO) , and a

20 size-changeable photocartridge (prt__head_sts=PHOTO_E)

.

The monQrhrQmp-^flri T 'i t i fjP i ui ^i i i tr4f—^nrt ri dgr fgr_a

single black ink. The coloj^eax^

constituted bv gerteral Y, M, C, and K ink tanks and a head,

and is a^eneral-purpose cartridge. The size-changeable

25 color cartridge can switch ink droplets between two, lai

small sizes in order to~~frtMJUier increase the gray level
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^producibility : tiu-i pi" r-i Hryo
jj^

light-ink tanks for each of M ancK^eoTor components to achieve

high color reproduciJD>±ilfy . The size-changeable

photocartridg^6an discharge large and small ink droplets

in addition to the feature of the photocartridge . Note that

the ttfpe of cartridge is not limited to this example, and

anther type of cartridge such as a special color cartridge

The piinLllig unit comprise s a sensoi Lot deLecting thio

type of cartridge (not shown), and can detec^-tfie type of

mounted cartridge by this sensor. Detep*Table states are six

states, i.e., non-mounting of tpe cartridge

(prt_head_sts=NONE) , mounting of the monochrome cartridge

(prt_head_sts=MONO) , mounting of the color cartridge

(prt_head_sts=C0L0^9 , mounting of the size-changeable color

cartridge (prt Kead_sts=COLOR_E) , mounting of the

photocartridge (prt_had__sts=PHOTO) , and mounting of the

size-changeable photocartridge (prt_head_sts=PHOTO_E )

.

The mondchrome cartridge holds only black ink, and is

dedicated to monochrome printing. The color cartridge holds

four/ cyan, magenta, yellow, and black inks, and can be used

for/ both color and monochrome printing operations. The

size-changeable color cartridge holds four, cyan, magenta,
v

yellow, and black inks, can change the ink droplet size

h^i-wppn twnj iptrg^ ^grr^i l sizes in discharging ink, and

cfern be used for both color and monotrh^meprinting operatj
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^he photoc^rt-riHgg hnlH.g g-jy; ryan (dark), cyan (light),

magenta (dark), magenta (light) ,y^lJrew7*^nd black inks, and

is dedicated to color-printing. The size-changeable

photocartridcjp-tfolds six, cyan (dark), cyan (light), magenta

5 (dark) , irtagenta (light) , yellow, and black inks, can change

the /Znk droplet size between two, large and small sizesjin

d^sctia^±Trg inK, and is aedicargti---feQ^color printing^^
Fig. 14 is a flow chart showing detection of the

mounting state of the cartridge on the printing unit. This

10 processing is periodically activated independently of the

main routine

.

Whether the mounted cartridge is a monochrome

cartridge is checked (step S1401) . If YES in step S1401,

prt_head_sts=MONO (step S1402) is set, and the flow ends.

15 If NO in step S1401, whether the mounted cartridge is a color

cartridge is checked (step S1403) . If YES in step S1403,

whether the color cartridge is a size-changeable cartridge

is checked (step S1404). If YES in step S1404,

prt_head_sts=COLOR_E is set (step S1405) ; or if NO,

20 prt_head_sts=COLOR is set (step S1406) , and the flow ends.

If NO in steps S1401 and S1403, whether the mounted cartridge

is a photocartridge is checked (step S1407) . If YES in step

S1407, whether the photocartridge is a size-changeable

cartridge is checked (step S1408) . If YES in step S1408,

25 prt_head_sts=PHOTO_E is set (step S1409) ; or if NO,

prt_head_sts=PHOTO is set (step S1410) , and the flow ends.
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If NO in step S1407, no cartridge is determined to be mounted,

prt_head_sts=NONE is set (step S1411), and the flow ends.

Fig. 15 shows a conversion table list

(luminance/density conversion tables in the first

5 embodiment) selected by the type of cartridge mounted on the

printing unit and the operation state. The conversion table

is stored in the ROM 102, and target table data is selected

and used.

Examples of the conversion table will be described with

10 reference to Figs. 19 to 27.

Fig. 19 is a table showing a linear RGB output with

respect to an RGB input. That is, a read image is

substantially directly output through log transformation.

This table is used for JPEG compression and editing on the

15 PC side upon output.

Figs. 20 to 23 show luminance/density conversion

tables corresponding to the types of color printing

cartridges

.

Fig. 24 shows a gray scale conversion table. Also in

20 the gray scale, a read image is substantially directly output

through log transformation in FAX transmission or transfer

to the PC. In copying, log transformation must be executed,

and thus a conversion table having the same table contents

as in Fig. 25 is set.

25 Fig. 25 shows a monochrome transmission/copying

conversion table (simple binarization processing) . In this
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case, halftone reproducibility need not be considered, so

that a conversion table using a linear function is set.

Fig. 2 6 shows a monochrome transmission conversion

table (pseudo halftone processing) . In this case, a

conversion table using a nonlinear (log) function is set in

consideration of halftone reproducibility.

Fig. 27 shows a monochrome copying conversion table

(pseudo halftone processing) . Also in this case, a

conversion table using a nonlinear (log) function is set in

consideration of halftone reproducibility.

Monochrome scanning can basically use the same table

as the monochrome transmission conversion table.

Cincc the color and densi ty re^ij^Uuci^il i Lin. j change--

in accordance with the^typ^bf cartridge, this apparatus must

have a convej^Tbn table corresponding to a density designated

in r^ara. However, the type of cartridge need not be

cj^fisidered in read for transferring a read image to the PC

)r transmittTng^a^-FAX iai^geT^read foi

S.ppr i f i pr 1 1 y ,

—

an optimal convcroion table_jLs__SjgLl ertprt
,

in accordance with parameters^&uCFPas the read mode, FAX

transmission, PC scarfnTng, copying, and a designated read

density (±p^€his image apparatus, the read density of the

sheet^canner 112 can be designated from three, high, normal,

ar>a low Hftnsitifi.q hy thft console 106 or the host compute)") .

Sre specifically, a conversiorPTratTi~e--is selected-^"g*Tollows

.

When the operation state is color transmission or color
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scanning, a conversion table "color" is selected regardless

of the cartridge mounting state and the read density.

When the operation state is color copying, and no

cartridge is mounted (prt_head_sts=NONE) or a monochrome

cartridge is mounted, color copying cannot be performed, and

a conversion table cannot be selected. If a color cartridge

is mounted (prt_head_sts=COLOR) , color_copy__d, color_copy_s,

or color_copy_l is selected in accordance with the read

density. Similarly, if a size-changeable color cartridge is

mounted (prt_head_sts==COLOR_E) , color_e_copy_d,

color_e_copy_s, or color_e_copy_l is selected. If a

photocartridge is mounted (prt_head_sts=PHOTO)

,

photo_copy_d, photo_copy_s, or photo_copy_l is selected.

If a size-changeable photocartridge is mounted

(prt_head_sts=PHOTO_E) , photo_e_copy_d, photo_e _copy__s , or

photo_e _copy_l is selected.

When the operation state is gray scale transmission

or gray scale scanning, a conversion table "gray" is selected

regardless of the cartridge mounting state and the read

density.

When the operation state is gray scale copying, and

no cartridge is mounted (prt_head_sts=NONE) , gray scale

copying cannot be performed, and a conversion table cannot

be selected. If a cartridge is mounted, gray_copy_d,

gray_copy_s, or gray__copy_l is selected in accordance with

the read density regardless of the type of cartridge.
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When the operation state is monochrome transmission,

mono_d, mono_s, or mono_l is selected in accordance with the

read density.

When the operation state is monochrome scanning,

mono_s is selected regardless of the cartridge mounting state

and the read density.

When the operation state is monochrome copying, and

no cartridge is mounted (prt__head_sts=NONE) , a

photocartridge is mounted (prt_head_sts=PHOTO) , or a

size-changeable photocartridge is mounted

(prt_head_sts=PHOTO_E) , monochrome copying cannot be

performed, and a conversion table cannot be selected. If a

monochrome cartridge is mounted (prt_head_sts=MONO) , a color

cartridge is mounted (prt__head_sts=COLOR) , or a

size-changeable color cartridge is mounted

(prt_head_sts=COLOR_E) , mono_copy_d, mono_copy_s, or

mono_copy_l is selected in accordance with the read density.

For monochrome copying, the conversion table may be

changed in accordance with the type of binarization (e.g.,

simple binarization processing and pseudo halftone

processing)

.

Processing in Fig. 17 will be explained.

Selection of the conversion table has been described.

Data of a read mode stored in step S503 and data of a designated

read density are read out (step S1701) , and data of the type

of cartridge is read out (step S1702) . A conversion table
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(luminance/density conversion table) is selected based on

these parameters, and this information is set in the image

processor 105.

Whether the start key has been pressed is checked (step

5 S1704). If YES in step S1704, the CPU 101 reads out a set

compression method and color space representation format

(step S1705) . Further, the CPU 101 reads out a set buffer

size or the like, and read width information (step S1706)

so as to manage the line buffer 113 and control read by the

10 read controller 111 in accordance with these parameters.

The sheet scanner 112 starts reading an image in

accordance with the set parameters. Read images are

sequentially transferred to the image processor 105,

subjected to image processing in accordance with the selected

15 conversion table, and transferred to the line buffer 113

managed by the set parameters (step S1707).

-Then,—&r—ima-gt? is compressed in accoildairce-iflHb4^h--4^heL-

designated compression mode. For JPEg.,—the color space is

transformed in accordance wi,t>h the designated color space

20 representation format ^and the image is compressed. If the

image is not compressed, the flow skips this processing.

After the image is compressed, the image data is accumulated

in the E^M 103 (step S1709) . For direct copying, the flow

skips^/accumulation in the RAM 103. For FAX transmission

25 (step S1710) , the accumulated image is transmitted in

/
Srdance with ITU-T T.30 (step" .1) . For copying (step
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V (step S1713')/ tiig^eg^image is transferred to the PC (step

S1714 ) . £>tfierwise, corresponding processing is done (step

SlJ7l55^r—and

—

tire—f~l~ow—ends .

5 As described above, a conversion table optimal for the

read mode can be selected in accordance with the mounted

cartridge to obtain an optimum output image.

In the above description, this apparatus is integrally

constituted by the communication controller, the printer,

10 and the communication unit. However, the present invention

is not limited to this. Alternatively, the scanner, the

printer, and the communication unit may be separately

connected to a personal computer to construct a system

including the personal computer, and may be controlled by

15 the personal computer.

<Second Embodiment

>

In the first embodiment, the image forming apparatus

transmits and copies image data by itself. When, however,

the image forming apparatus is connected to the host computer

20 118, the image memory 104 of the image forming apparatus is

full, and memory copying, memory transmission, or memory

alternate reception is to be executed, a resource such as

the hard disk or memory of the connected host computer 118

can be used for memory copying or transmission.

25 Fig. 16 is a flow chart showing a state in which a host

computer 118 monitors the state of an image memory 104 of
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an image forming apparatus, and switches between an operation

instructed by the operator using the resource of the host

computer 118 and an operation using only the resource of the

image forming apparatus

.

5 Upon reception of an operation instruction from the

operator, whether the operation is an operation such as

memory copying or memory transmission using the image memory

104 is checked. If the operation is determined to use the

12 image memory 104, the image forming apparatus informs the

£n 10 host computer 118 of the state of the image memory 104.

tn If the host computer 118 determines that the image

memory 104 is full, the instructed operation is performed

" using the resource of the host computer 118. If the operation

does not use the image memory 104, or the image memory 104

12 15 is not full, the operation is performed using only the

resource of the image forming apparatus.

For this purpose, commands for various communication

operations are prepared between the image forming apparatus

and the host computer 118.

20 For example, when printing sheets are used up during

facsimile reception, out-of-paper memory reception must be

executed. If. the image memory 104 becomes full while

sequentially storing images, a
v
CPU 101 issues a data storage

request command to the host computer 118 via a PC interface

25 109. Upon reception of an acknowledge command, the CPU 101

outputs received data to the host computer, and stores the
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data in the resource (e.g., hard disk) of the host computer

118 with a designated file name.

At this time, a table for managing image data for each

received page is created in a RAM 103. Fig. 18 shows an

example of the table.

One record is made up of page number information,

information representing whether data is held by the

self-terminal (image memory 104) or the host computer 118

side, the compression format of image data, and the file name

when image data is stored in the host computer 118 or the

storage address when the image data is stored in the image

memory 104.

After an error is canceled (in this case, printing

sheets are set again) , image data are read out in units of

pages in accordance with the management table, subjected to

expansion processing corresponding to their compression

format, and printed by a printer 115 . During this processing,

if the storage destination of the image of a target page exists

on the host computer 118 side, the file name is extracted

from the table, added to a data transfer request command,

and issued to the host computer 118. As a result, the host

computer transfers the data, and the image forming apparatus

prints an image in accordance with the data. Since the

compression format of image data received from the host

computer is determined by referring to the table, data

undergoes decompression processing corresponding to the



compression format

.

The second embodiment has exemplified memory alternate

reception. This operation also applies to another

processing such as memory copying or memory transmission.

5 Any processing can be coped with by a small number of commands

such as an image data storage request and a data transfer

request command to the host computer, which is obvious to

those skilled in the art.

The present invention has been described by

10 exemplifying a color facsimile apparatus (including an image

read means and a printing means) connectable to a host

computer. The present invention can also be realized by

connecting a communication controller, an image scanner, and

a printer to a host computer. The host computer suffices to

15 be a general-purpose information processing apparatus such

as a personal computer. Thus, the object of the present

invention is achieved even by supplying a storage medium (or

a recording medium) storing software program codes for

realizing the functions of the above-described embodiments

20 to a system or apparatus, and causing the computer (or a CPU

or MPU) of the system or apparatus to read out and execute

the program codes stored in the storage medium.

In this case, the program codes read out from the storage

medium realize the functions of the above-described

25 embodiments by themselves, and the storage medium storing the

program codes constitutes the present invention. The
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functions of the above-described embodiments are realized not

only when the computer executes the readout program codes but

also when the operating system (OS) running on the computer

performs part or all of actual processing on the basis of the

5 instructions of the program codes.

The functions of the above-described embodiments are

also realized when the program codes read out from the storage

medium are written in the memory of a function expansion board

inserted into the computer or a function expansion unit

10 connected to the computer, and the CPU of the function expansion

board or function expansion unit performs part or all of actual

processing on the basis of the instructions of the program

codes

.

Tn ^rke- abov^ embodiment,—t-h^ 1 rnn i nnnnVdpn.q i t y

15 conversion table includes th^-^ixTTctions of executing

correction corresp^frding to the characteristics of a

printhead, scTrhat conversion processing can be efficiently

achieved^ Alternatively, these functions may be realized by

different conversion tables. The read mode includes three,

20 color, gray scale, and monochrome modes in the above

embodiments, but may include only two, color and monochrome

According to the embodiments, an appropriate image

data format can be selected in accordance with the read mode

25 to determine the line buffer size and the line processing

unit. Thus, image data can be efficiently read without
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deterioration, and the line buffer area can be effectively

used.

According to the embodiments, an appropriate image

data format can be selected in accordance with intended use,

5 realizing efficient read control. Hence, the performance of

the apparatus can be maximized.

Since a conversion table optimal for the read mode can

be selected in accordance with a printing member mounted on

the printing unit, an optimal output image can be obtained.

10 In the above embodiments, the color space is

transformed into a YCbCr color space in copying (output

destination is a printer) and scanning (output destination

is a host computer) . However, the present invention is not

limited to this, and may employ a color space which can be

15 transformed more easily than the Lab color space.

As has been described above, the present invention

realizes optimal color space transformation and compression

in accordance with the output destination of compressed image

data

.

20 As many apparently widely different embodiments of the

present invention can be made without departing from the

spirit and scope thereof, it is to be understood that the

invention is not limited to the specific embodiments thereof

except as defined in the appended claims.
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